
Caleb Reese’s Biopic



Bio

Hi, my name is Caleb Scott Reese and I am 12 years old. I 
was born in Eugene, Oregon and have been a duck fan my 
whole life. I have a brother, a sister, and two step brothers. I 
have done gymnastics for 7 years and I love pets.



Section 1

All about me!
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These are pictures from when 
I was 3 and 2. I was 2 in the 
left picture and it was winter 
time in Eugene. My mom put 
me very far away from the fire 
because it was a huge 
bonfire.

I am now 12 years old and I 
went to Willagillespie for 
elementary school. I do 
gymnastics and I am a level 7 
gymnast. I love to play with 
my dog and I enjoy playing 
with any animal.



Section 2

Family
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This is my family and I love 
everyone of them. On the 
right is my grandma grandpa 
with me, my sister, and my 
brother. Up top is the latest 
family picture we have had. 
To left I was in Colorado with 
my cousins. I am the 
youngest in my family.

My Sister is a sophomore in High 
School at Sheldon and she is 16. 
My brother is a sophomore in 
College at Oregon. My mom is a 
barista at Starbucks and she is the 
best.



Section 3

Pets
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Pets

These are my pets that I have had. On the left is a dog that looks exactly like 
mine. It is a golden doodle and it’s name is Bo. My other pets are Sammy and 
Bella. Bella is the cat but she sadly died. My other dog sammy is still alive and 
that was when he was a puppy.



Chapter 2

Favorites

One of my favorite things to do is go outside and do something. When I 
went to Arizona this past summer I hiked Camelback mountain, the 
picture above is what I hiked. I also enjoy going to Sunriver and 
snowboarding on Mt.Bachelor or go and play football in the fields.



Sports
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I have done gymnastics for 7 years and I 
am a level 7 gymnast. I love watching 
football and I root for Denver and Oregon.



One Of my favorite foods of all time is my Grandma’s cheese soup she makes 
every halloween. I also really like Sour Patch Kids when I get to have candy. But 
the best food of all time is a cheese quesadilla because it is crispy with a little 
gooey flavor.

Section 2

FOOD!
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Section 3

Board Games
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One board game i really like is the game of LIFE. I like it because it 
takes a decent amount of time and it is not to short and not to 
long, like Monopoly. I also enjoy how you can take two different 
paths.

Candyland is a very old classic game and it is very fun. I really 
enjoy it because I always beat my mom and then I want to play 
again.



Chapter 3

Hobbies



Section 1

Reading
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One of my favorite books is Never 
Fall Down by Patricia McCormick. 
It is about a boy named Arn that 
got separated by his family by the 
Khmer Rouge. This book is based 
of a true story.

One of the classics in book series is Harry Potter. It is a very good 
book because it is not real which means we won’t get hurt by the 
whomping willow and he goes on many action packed adventures.



Section 2

Electronics
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One of my favorite things to do is play on 
my phone. I like going on Youtube and play 
games like Madden Mobile.

I also enjoy playing on the ps4 and the ps3. 
I like playing NCAA and Madden, Season 
mode is fun because you get to create your 
own character.--------->



Chapter 4

Career



Section 1

Jobs
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One of my dream jobs would to be a firefighter. I think that the 
thought of that you an save someone’s life is very cool. I also 
think that a job as a firefighter would pay well, also you could 
speed through the streets going 80 and above.



Section 2

College
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I would really like to go to Stanford because they have a really good 
gymnastics program. I would also like to go there because they have a 
really nice campus and a very high level education.

I also would really like to go to Michigan for college. 
Michigan has a very good gymnastics program and 
very cool wildlife.


